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Abstract
Telepresence robots allow people to explore remote environments, interacting
to other people between long distance. A person only needs to know how to
drive them in order to feel his/herself inside a remote environment. The main
goal of this project is to provide a user interface that improves the user’s depth
perception through a 2D visual feedback and, as a secondary target, to allow
non-expert users to become familiar with the robot control interface. This thesis
shows how a more user friendly interface can reduce the effort needed to drive
the robot properly, especially for non-expert users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Telepresence is a set of technologies to enable users to be “present remotely”.
A subset of telepresence is “robotic telepresence”; these technologies allow
users to be present and to interact with an environment from a remote place
(telerobotics). As well as in the industry and corporations, telepresence is becoming common in the field of social interactions, for example in business meetings. This classic kind of telepresence is very easy to use but not so much engaging: users have only a video feedback from a static point of view and cannot explore the remote environment. This is suitable for meetings and other standing
activities but not dynamic interactions. Contrary to the working environment
of the “Assistive Robots” proposed by Helal [8] for elderly care, other studies have preferred to develop robots capable of moving across multiple rooms
[17, 3, 14, 20, 21]1 .
Telepresence market offers a wide choose of robots with different features
for different purposes. Giraff (Fig. 1.1) has a simple configuration designed to
take care of the elderly from remote locations: “The Giraff allows you to visit
loved ones across the Internet and move around their home just as if you were
physically there. It has a camera and display (so you can see and be seen), a
speaker and microphone (so you can talk and listen) all mounted on a base
with motorized wheels” [7]. It also offers the opportunity to explore the environment and to interact with other human using its multimedia devices (touch
screen, microphone and speakers).
Users of the robot are (usually) social service providers, doctors or simply
people who want to visit friends and relatives from remote locations. Very often
these users do not have any knowledge of how to drive a robot and in most
cases are not even familiar with the typical movement commands in the field of
3D gaming. The goal of this project is to provide users with an effective and user
1 For

a more detailed description of the related works see 2.1
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friendly drive interface, improving the existing software. The project consists in
three main stages: analyse the limitation of previous control software, develop
a software solution able to fix these limitation and evaluate it. The analysis
of the previous software is necessary to find the key characteristics that must
be implemented in the new software. To develop the new drive software is
used augmented reality, an effective method to show information on-screen in
a non-invasive way [6, 4]; in this way the user can perceive depth and sizes of
the remote environment.
The report is organized as follows. Session 2 defines the major challenges
and gives a brief overview of related works. The hypothesis is given in Session
3. Session 4 describes in details our proposed method along with evaluation.
Analysis of experiment data and conclusions are given in Session 5 and Session
6 respectively.

3

Figure 1.1: Giraff robot

Chapter 2

Problem Statement
The goal of this project is to enhance the depth perception: users do not feel
themselves into the environment in which the Giraff works [12]. This kind of
perception is critical for driving: it allows the users to effectively estimate the
distance between the objects and how the robot can avoid collisions. This research has identified some of the main reasons: the camera view is affected by a
lens distortion, there are no on-screen indications about the robot size, software
provides insufficient information. These problems reduce the ability of users to
effectively drive the robot in indoor environments and increases the occurrence
of collisions as evidenced by Kiselev and Loutfi experiment [12]. In addition
Giraff has a lack in some of the most important features for telepresence robots
[6]:
• the video resolution adopts the QVGA standard (320x240) so the details
decrease (user cannot infer many spatial data);
• the lack of sensors does not allow to obtain additional informations on
the environment;
• the wide field of view necessary to telepresence robot is obtained with a
wide angle lens placed in front of the camera, however, this lens causes a
significant distortion;
• the Giraff head has only one degree of freedom respect to the torso, this
characteristic creates problems for remote exploration;
• Giraff does not have autonomous functions that can assist the user in
driving operations (see 5).
In this paper the issues of image resolution and barrel distortion correction
are not considered, but it will attempt to reach its goal trying to mitigate these
deficiencies. We are not going to implement any hardware upgrade (introducing
lasers, range sensors, sonar) in order to get more environment informations.
This choice has been done due to save cost.
5
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2.1

Related Works

The research for related work has been focused on three main topics:
1. how to increase the quality of the video stream from the camera (how to
give its a “3D aspect”);
2. how to develop a drive interface for robots (focusing on robots used for
the elderly care);
3. how to conduct an experiment in order to evaluate the results achieved.
A comprehensive study about how to improve depth perception of 2D images
was conducted by J. Jung [9]. He used rendering processes to edit 2D images
adding shadows, selective focus and zoom effects that increase the spatial perception. His study was interesting to find out what could be the best cues to use
in the development of the driving interface.
P. Rouanet conducted a comparison among three driving interfaces [18] but,
according to this project specifications, only two of them are suitable guidelines
in order to upgrade Giraff driving interface. Both interfaces use a video stream
of the robot camera. The first one allows the user to draw trajectory on the
screen and to use finger gesture in order to give commands to the robot. The
second one uses virtual arrows and cursor reproducing the behaviour of the
arrow keys on the keyboard; this solution was also adopted by Keskinpala [11]
who added on-screen information from the sensors.
A research for rescue robotics has been done by Kadous. He found four
design principles for telepresence robots [10]:
1. Awareness The operator should be presented with enough information to
build a sufficiently complete mental model of the robot(...);
2. Efficiency There must be as little movement as possible required in the
hands, eyes and, equally importantly, focus of attention;
3. Familiarity Wherever possible, concepts that are already familiar to the
operator should be adopted and unfamiliar concepts (...) minimised or
avoided. If necessary, information should be fused to allow for a more
intuitive presentation to the operator;
4. Responsiveness The operator should always have feedback as to the success or failure of actions.
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Kadous also identifies some critical points of the realization of a user interface. He wants the user to be cognitively positioned in the same environment
in which the robot moves and in its same position. These critical points are
the cognitive and morphological differences between the user and the robot. In
fact, the robot has a different mode of movement to humans and collects information (using the sensors) in a different way. He also refers to how these issues
have been effectively addressed by the industry of video games, in particular
by FPS (First Person Shouter) video-games producers. Finally his work also includes a broad description about how to measure performances and empirically
evaluate the user’s experience with telepresence robots.
Tsai’s research highlights the aim of telepresence: bringing together two person located in distant areas. Telepresence split a conversation between two people into two different areas of interaction [20]: the User’s environment and
the Participant’s environment. Improve the interaction between people and the
robot, and increase the user’s ability to “immerse himself” into the drive interface of the robot, contribute equally to the success of telepresence.
A good overview about how to make more user friendly the control software
is the research of Michaud [17]; it shows that the main difficulty encountered
by inexperienced users is to overcome obstacles and doorways. This is also
applicable to robots with a large number of environmental sensors.
Regarding the experiment planning the Lowet’s paper [14] contains exhaustive informations about how to conduct and organize an experiment designed
to test an user interface for a telepresence robot. His approach is “user focused”: he get user feedback during the different developing phases.
Also in the Kiselev’s paper [12] there is an exhaustive description about how
to conduct an experiment and how to collect data on the use of drive interfaces.
It adds information about the location setup and the definition of tasks that
users must perform. Because this paper analyses the attitude of users through
Giraff, it is interesting to see the results of the research.
The last two papers are effectively summarized in the “ExCITE” project, explained globally by Kristoffersson [13]; it is focused on the elderly care through
the telepresence robots. Chapter 3 of this paper is very useful for this research:
it shows an effective approach to implement and evaluate the interactions between the user and the media for telepresence (especially Giraff).
The literature search is also focused on how to avoid biased answer in order
to create a reliable attitudinal questionnaire. The user’s satisfaction measuring

8
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instrument developed by Chin [5] provides examples and guidelines to design
reliable questionnaires. His work is focused on overall reactions to the software, learning (how the user learns to use software) and system capabilities.
He also provide reliability analysis.
The consulted literature allows to have a general overview and to create
guidelines for the development of the new software. The major lack is about
how to choose the best cues in order to improve the software usability.

Chapter 3

Method
The goal of this project is to provide the user with a driving interface that is
able to show, in an intuitive way, reliable information about the environment
improving the previous drive software. It shows only a path on the camera
image, but this path does not correspond to the real path the robot is going
to follow and does not give any information about the robot dimensions. One
of the main goals of development is to give these informations to the user in a
“friendly” way [16]. This solution should make the user feel him/herself in the
environment, so he/she should be able to drive the Giraff avoiding collisions
much better than before. In addition, the new drive software should reduce the
“time-to-drive” of the users (it is the necessary time for the user to learn how
to drive the robot properly).
The upgrade process of the drive software consists of three phases: development, test, upgrade. After developing the beta version of the software, it will
be tested by two inexperienced users in order to obtain a preliminary feedback
and to fix any possible problem before the main test section. The test will be
conducted on a sample of 15 users categorized by age, gender and background.
Finally, based on the results of performance tests and the attitude questionnaire,
the software will be upgraded to the final version.

3.1

Analysis of Possible Solutions

The standard drive software shows the user a line on the screen: the greater is
the length of the line, the higher will be the speed of the actuators (see Fig. 3.1);
it also shows a wide approximation of how the Giraff will move. However it
does not give any spatial perception to the user.
Although this is a very “visual” software: the user has to take every information from the video stream window (see Fig. 3.1), but this software fails to give
the user the depth perception of the environment. In fact the major problems
9
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Figure 3.1: Standard software

are: the user collides with objects and doorways, the user has not the feeling of
“being in the environment” [12]. In addition, the line used in the software does
not show the path that the robot will actually do, but only an approximation
of it. It is calculated from the rotation and the linear component of the robot
movements.
In the first phase of the project, four different options have been analysed:
1. draw an arrow on screen showing a more accurate trajectory of the Giraff;
2. draw an image of the Giraff on the screen where the Giraff is going to go;
3. draw a “target” on the screen where the Giraff is going to go;
4. use WASD keyboard commands (pressing the W key moves forward,
pressing S moves backward, and pressing A or D sidesteps1 left and right,
respectively).
The first three solutions want to reduce the time needed by the user to familiarize with the Giraff drive system and to increase the perception of space
and depth. The ideas consists in cues drawn using a perspective transformation.
This will give the impression that the cues are drawn on the floor according to
the size of Giraff (see Fig. 3.2).
The classic system “point-and-click” should be an intuitive method to drive
Giraff for most of the users. Latter solution provide a drive system widely used
in computer games [16].
1 is

not possible to move Giraff sidestep
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Figure 3.2: Example of cues drawn on the floor [19]

Drawing an arrow “on the floor” would be shown the location where the
Giraff will move from. Adapting the size of the arrow to the size of the Giraff,
and by applying a perspective transformation, the user will be able to display
on the screen the area of space that the Giraff will occupy in the remote environment. The second and the third solution (the image of the robot and the
target) follow the same idea: they provide the user, in an intuitive way, with
information on the final position of the Giraff.
Using Giraff the user views the environment from a first person perspective
as in a standard FPS game. Because of this drive Giraff using WASD keyboard
command could be very simple. It could be also very intuitive for people who
use to play computer games reducing significantly the time needed to learn how
to drive Giraff (for this category of users). Giraff is not able to move sidestep,
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however it is possible to assign the function rotate to the keys A and D. On the
other hand, this solution will reduce the possible movements of Giraff to only
four keys combinations.
For all the solutions the user interface will has to be simple, with few onscreen elements. According to Alafaireet [2] this simplicity provides three benefits:
• an unobtrusive user interface keep free the view area of the camera and
adds to the experience feeling of being inside the remote environment;
• the generic user of Giraff may or may not have experience in computer
games. A simple user interface will aid in the adaptation process for inexperienced users;
• a simple interface is easier for developers to maintain.

3.2

Development Process

The development of the interface will have to solve (or mitigate) the problems described above and follow the guidelines mentioned in the section 2.1.
According to the safety prescriptions for robots interacting with humans and,
in this specific case, the elderly, autonomous functions must be reduced to a
minimum in order to prevent accidental collision with objects or humans; on
the other hand users have to be able to drive Giraff avoiding collision and performing tasks easily.
Giraff is a differential drive type of robot without an odometric feedback. It
is controlled by a remote software. The latter has a standard layout and allows
to use plug-ins in order to implement advanced functions. These plug-ins have
to be implemented using APIs. There are two types of APIs: drive APIs and view
APIs (view APIs are a subset of drive APIs). Because the purpose of the software is to increase depth perception, to be as user-friendly as possible and to
minimize the possible operator error [10], the “Drive” class has been extended
in order to give an intuitive driving method and to adapt the augmented reality objects [4] to the camera point of view. The standard layout of the Giraff
software consists in a normal window with the user camera stream on the left,
together with the commands for the connection management; a pop-up menu
on the right shows possible anomalies (see Fig. 3.1). The greater portion of the
window is occupied by the video stream from the Giraff web-cam.

3.2.1

General Challenges

The biggest problems during the implementation are six:
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1. while the robot is moving the video from the camera change so trajectory
has to be changed continuously by the user;
2. tilt of the Giraff head is not perfectly synchronized (same values in the
software give different angles on the real robot);
3. Giraff camera shows a video affected by a “fish eye” distortion;
4. the trajectory of the robot cannot be “complex” without the user interaction;
5. the Giraff drive software is not stable and is not compatible with some
Java plug-ins;
6. input needs to be related to the video stream resolution.
The main problem was the static trajectory: when the robot moves, the camera continually changes the point of view. Because of the camera movements (it
is mounted on the Giraff), the users have to change continuously the position of
mouse pointer, in order to reach the specified destination, because it no longer
points to the destination. Furthermore is not possible to memorize the position
in which Giraff will be supposed to be because of safety reasons: This robot
works in an environment populated by human, especially the elderly, and the
robot is not yet able to avoid collisions. This means that the User interface will
have to show the trajectory that the user wants to follow, but, by changing the
point of view of the camera, must also change the trajectory setted instant by
instant.
The lack of odometric sensors does not allow to have reliable information
about the status of motors, and, most important, do not allow an effective
detection of the angle of the head of the Giraff. This has caused a considerable
inaccuracy in the calculation of the perspective transformation of the images.
After a code analysis, a way has been founded in order to mitigate the effect of
this inaccuracy: tilt command gets the input from the mouse wheel (range from
0 to 1000), transforms it in a scale from 0 to 15. From this value is obtained the
percentage of rotation to be sent to the actuator. However, when the value is
changed from 12 to 15, the resulting movement is minimal; on the other hand,
from 15 to 12, it produces a sensitive movement for each unit.
The video stream is affected by a “fish eye” distortion. A correction plug-in
is available, but, while correcting the distortion in the central area of the video,
fails to do likewise in the corners areas. This makes very complex the calculation of the perspective transformation, and makes necessary the application of
a further transformation to adapt images to the ground.
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Figure 3.3: Path and Bounds

The APIs allows developer to move Giraff only with the commands rotate
and moveTowards. Command rotate is also used for combined trajectories, as
result these trajectories are uniform and Giraff cannot change rotation or speed
without an user action. This makes it very difficult to drive the robot to the
destination with a single command and to draw on-screen the actual direction.
The driving software of Giraff has compatibility issues with some of the major Java frameworks for image processing: Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) and
Java FX. These two frameworks allow to perform perspective transformations
using a 3x3 transformation matrix.
Finally Giraff APIs require an input related to the resolution of the video
stream: a couple of x,y coordinates produces a different movement depending
on the size of the application window.

3.2.2

Development

According to the APIs specifications, Giraff software requires a couple of
coordinates in order to create a path to send to the robot. This path start from
the top of Giraff base (an estimate) and ends on the point sent to the method
moveTowards. To get reference points the method getBounds() was used: it
returns a Rectangle2D (see Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.4: Drawing a virtual path on the ground

The first attempt of development consisted in creating an “arrow” drawn on
the floor, this shows an estimation of the path that the robot is going to do. The
arrow is drawn by applying a perspective distortion in order to simulate a 3D
effect: a “virtual path” projected on the environment shown by the camera. In
this way the software will be able to increase the user’s depth perception about
the environment in which the robot is moved (see Fig. 3.4).
Furthermore, the width of the arrow matches the size of the robot, this will
allow the user to effectively estimate the size of it and to better avoid collisions.
To draw the arrow has been used the Java Graphics2D class: using the angle
of the robot head, the position of the horizon line is calculated. The idea is
to achieve a strip which, when the user points the mouse over the horizon,
go to infinity (in perspective). The beginning of the strip is obviously fixed
to the width of the robot. Three lines have been used for the realization of
the strip (see Fig. 3.4). This is because the class Graphics2D implements only
affine transformations2 . To get information about the position of the horizon
is necessary to interact with the Giraff APIs. The code3 written below should
return the horizon coordinate.
i n t pathY = pa t h . getBounds ( ) . y ;
i n t pa t hHeig ht = pa t h . getBounds ( ) . h e i g h t ;
i n t pathWidth = pa t h . getBounds ( ) . width ;
(...)
2 A linear mapping from 2D coordinates to other 2D coordinates that preserves the “straightness” and “parallelness” of lines
3 path variable is a Path2D.Float Java type; method .getBounds() return a Rectangle2D object;
yRange is the distance between Giraff and the horizon (in pixels); y0 is the y coordinate of Giraff
centre; ymax is the y of horizon line

16
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f l o a t y0 = ( pathY + pa t hHeig ht ) ;
(...)
f l o a t ymax = y0 − y ra ng e ;
However it does not work because the data sent by the APIs and the real
position of Giraff head do not match; the problem is the angle detection error
of the robot head (see 3.2.1). Using the correction technique explained in 3.2.1,
the software perform a good horizon approximation (±5 pixels). This solution
achieves good results in case of movements forward, but, in case of curvilinear movements, the arrow loses the correlation with the ground. The effect is
greater the more the cursor is near the corners of the video, this is caused both
by the “fish eye” effect both by the difference between the real trajectory and
the cursor input.
The second strategy is focused on the drawing of robot desired position:
using the augmented reality [4], a virtual image of the robot will be drawn onscreen in the desired position. To realize the projection has been used a picture
of the robot, but the effect is not real. To improve it a 3D model should be use
used, which rotate in accordance with the position of the cursor relative to the
center of the screen. However this would slow down the software by reducing
the response time of the feedback [10].
Use a target is the best choice: it corresponds to the size of the robot (also
the base of the robot is circular and therefore perfectly adapted to the circumference of the target). Using an animation (synchronized with the refresh rate
of the screen) the plug-in reaches the visual attractiveness of the classic “point
and click” games. As the previous plug-in, this one uses two different display
modes for the state “idle” (blinking blue) and the state “running” (rotating
blue). To achieve the perspective distortion was used a Java framework: Java
XT (image class) [22]. As mentioned previously the class Graphics2D does not
allow transformations which deform the image by changing the angles of incidence between the lines (that is a characteristic of perspective transformations).
Java XT allows to edit an image by changing the positions of the four corners,
it adds the perspective effect. In addition, the image can be rotated, and this
can (at least partially) compensate for the distortion of the camera. The target
is contained in a PNG image (200x200). Using a part of the code used for the
creation of the arrow (see 3.2.2), target is screwed to a trapeze in order to simulate a perspective projection. The trapeze is constructed using the code4 written
below (following the homography rules [4]).
double h e i g h t = g i r a f f H e i g h t * ( ( m_currentY−ymax ) / yRange ) ;
4 if instructions avoid the image over-bound; yRange is the distance between Giraff and the
horizon; height, upperBase and lowerBase are the bounds of the trapeze
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i f ( height > giraffHeight ) height = giraffHeight ;
double upperBa se = g i r a f f W i d t h * ( ( ( m_currentY−h e i g h t )−ymax ) / yRange ) ;
i f ( upperBase > g i r a f f W i d t h ) upperBa se = g i r a f f W i d t h ;
double low erBa se = Heig ht ;
Of course the tilt correction was applied (see 3.2.1). In order to make less evident the non-adherence to the floor, the target takes a further transformation:
a rotation around the central axis of the screen. This makes the target more
realistically fitted to the ground.
Finally, the implementation of the WASD commands on the keyboard; this
feature is designed as support of the target plug-in, because not all users are
familiar with this type of interface [16]. Since the robot can move with multiple speeds but the keyboard output only produce a 1-0, but using a timer, the
number of usable speed has been increased: for a key typed Giraff will perform
a slow speed, for a key pressed the Giraff will go faster. Because the robot must
be long cross environments (eg corridors) is small environments (eg doorways),
this can be a viable solution. Unfortunately, due to the structure of the APIs,
it is not possible to implement efficiently these commands: Java methods that
move the robot (except for the method rotate) accept as input only screen coordinates according to resolution and size of video stream. The first attempt
to find a solution is to make parametric values linking them to screen resolution, but Giraff still does not perform the desired movements. It is because
plug-ins code should gives, assigned to the variable y0 (see 3.2.2), the y component of the motion centre of the robot (the coordinates of this point, sent to
the method moveTowards, do not produce any movement of the Giraff). But it
is not because the problem of the Giraff head angle detection (see 3.2.1), and
the approximation obtained by the correction is not enough. Due to deviation
of this error (that must be 0), is not possible to implement this function on the
final Plug-in.

3.2.3

Add-ons

To make navigation more comfortable two rotate buttons were added. When
one of the two is pressed, the robot performs a rotation in 180◦ clockwise or
counter-clockwise. This should allow the user to face easily the situation in
which the robot is in front of a wall.
To complete the plug-in ha been added the undock command in order to
allow the user to easily remove the Giraff from charging platform. When the
robot is in “dock position”, an “undock” button is displayed on the screen.
When the user presses it the robot go backwards for 0.5 seconds and performs
a rotation of 180◦ .
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3.3

Preliminary Experiment

A preliminary experiment is organized in order to get immediate feedback
on the performance of the software and to identify possible programming errors. For the experiment the Giraff was placed in a “smart” home (see 3.4),
the participants guide the robot through a remote terminal installed in an adjacent room (for the reasons of these choices see 3.4). The participants in the
experiment were two (1 male, 1 female); one of which uses to play video games.
Participants must follow a path and look for a numerical code (see see 3.4).
During the experiment the first problem manifested itself during the “undocking” phase: a participant has ignored the key and proceeded manually,
the other began to press the “undock” button, but nothing happened. Both
had trouble to understand how to go backwards. The games player was able
to drive the robot without obvious problems; the novice user has repeatedly
bumped into obstacles and walls using 10 minutes longer to complete the path,
she also has had problem in driving backwards. Neither has had problems finding and reading the code. The novice user has had significant problems docking
back the Giraff, especially while it was turning.

3.3.1

Beta Upgrade

The problems with the “undock” button are two: graphics that does not allow the user to recognize the button; the code that controls the undocking sends
to the method moveTowards coordinates that do not produce any movement.
The first problem could be solved by using a design referring to the standard
template of a button. The second one is caused by the same problem occurred
while programming WASD commands (see 3.2.2): even using parametric coordinates the behaviour of the undocking procedure is unstable. Due to lack
of time and because the main purpose of the project is to improve the user’s
spatial perception (then to reduce the occurrence of collisions and to enhance
the estimation of distances), the “undock” button was removed.
The problem that made difficult to understand how to go backwards is the
following: in start position Giraff looks forward but, in order to go backwards,
the user has to point an hold the mouse behind the Giraff centre. Unfortunately,
this feature is not easily guessed by a standard user; then such information will
be write in the directions for the participants.
The novice user had a bad driving experience because the irregular behaviour
of the path near the coordinate y = 0. As showed in Fig. 3.5, if y component
is closed to y0 , the x component will be near x0 for each x. The blind spot is
showed in Fig. 3.6, in the red area the robot has different behaviour from the
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Figure 3.5: Movements mismatching

Figure 3.6: Mismatch area

user’s expectations. The problem has been solved by colouring the target with
red colour.
Besides, another navigation problem is, as explained in 3.2.2, due to the
movements of the robot calculated on the position of the mouse relative to the
point x0 , y0 (see Fig. 3.3). Placing the target (the mouse) on the Giraff centre,
the path goes below the point x0 , y0 (see Fig. 3.7). The solution of this problem
is to send fixed mouse coordinates to the method moveTowards.
Finally, a speedometer has been added to the interface to give additional
informations about the robot speed. The speedometer consists in a bar placed
on the right of the screen. Its height change according to the path length. After
the upgrade the software looks as showed in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Misunderstanding of Giraff movement

Figure 3.8: Advance Driving software

3.4

Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to assess the improvement of performance
and to measure how the user interface is “friendly”. The tests are carried out
by a heterogeneous sample of individuals categorized by age, occupation and
previous experience with video games. The experiment is conducted in three
days. Fourteen subjects participate in the experiment (11 males and 3 females),
the average age is 22.14 (SD 1.96). Subjects are divided in two groups, one
group will test the previous plug-in and the other will test the new one. None
of them have a prior experience with this kind of experiment. Participants have
been found by a Facebook invitation.
The participants are placed in an adjacent room for three reasons:
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Figure 3.9: Experiment path and check points (stars)

• they cannot see the path (they should see it only through the drive plug-in;
• they cannot know the Giraff sizes (the purpose of the plug-in is to estimate
the sizes through the PC screen);
• they cannot see the Giraff while driving (they have only to use the video
stream feedback).
The procedure of the experiment for each participant consists to follow a path.
During the experiment the subjects will drive the Giraff and find a code. The
code could be found in one on 10 places (these can contain a blank paper or
the code), the position and the code change for each participant (see Fig. 3.9).
This code has to be found for two reasons: to emulate a real life situation; to
understand how users move the Giraff to point the camera to specific objects.

3.4.1

Setup

Giraff is placed in PEIS home. The PEIS Home is an experimental environment looking like a typical bachelor apartment of about 25 square meters. It
consists of a living room, a bedroom, and a small kitchen. The walls have been
constructed to be 1.40 meter high, so that the observers can get a bird’s eye
view of the entire apartment [1]. In PEIS home have been placed obstacles in
order to recreate a real home environment. A path were drawn on the floor
using bright blue dashed line with arrows (see Fig. 3.10). It was drawn to help
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Figure 3.10: Esperiment path (detail)

the subjects to perform the task and to avoid obstacles in the room. The path
also contains a straight stretch (5m) to test the user’s behaviour in situations
where high speed is allowed (see Fig. 3.9).

3.4.2

Protocol

Each participant, after entering the remote controller room, has to read and
sign a consent form, then to fill the first part of the questionnaire (about his/her
background).
The participants will receive directions and the goal of the experience: “You
are a new researcher in a laboratory. You got a phone call from your colleague
with a request to find a password somewhere in laboratory. You can take a
10 km walk to laboratory or you can use Giraff to find this note. You decide
you give Giraff a try although you had just a 5 min introductory explanation
and never used it before. The password is written on an A4 size paper (Calibri
270p horizontal landscape), which contains a 5 digits password. You need to
read this password and write it down on the first page of your questionnaire.
Any mistake leads to a login fail and to the system fail. Fortunately for you,
this situation happens several times a day and there is even a driving line in
laboratory, which tells you where to go. Follow the line and you should find
several papers but only one has something written on it and that is the code. If
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you will not find it do not worry and dock back the Giraff. You need to follow
all the path, if it is not you are obligated to turn back and follow it again. To
drive Giraff you only need to point the mouse on the screen and keep pressed
the left button, the Giraff will follow the pointer. With the mouse wheel you
can adjust the tilt of the Giraff head. The participants who will perform best,
will receive a ‘Giraff Driving License’.”.
When (and if) he/she finds the code he/she has to stop driving and to write
down the code on the first page of the questionnaire.
Then he/she continues to follow the path until the end of it where the user
will have to docking back the robot.
When the user has docked the Giraff back he has accomplished the test and
the time spent between undocking and docking appears on-screen.
The user has to write down the time and answer a general questionnaire
about drive interface.
The requirements for obtaining the “Giraff Driving License” are:
• (time spent) < (best time) ∗ 3;
• (collisions) < 4
During the entire experiment, the screen of the PC is recorded.

3.4.3

Questionnaire

The questionnaire5 was designed to assess the attitude of the participants
through the Giraff. The first page of questionnaire contains questions to profile
the user and boxes to enter the code and the time spent. It contains 29 questions
organized into three groups: performance, aesthetics and engagement. For each
question the participants can choose a Likert like scale from −3 (“very difficult”
or “strongly disagree”) to 3 (“very easy” or “strongly agree”), 0 means “neutral” or “normal”. The questionnaire is organized according to QUIS directions
[5]. Only the first part of “Performance” section contains answers between difficult and easy (D/E). The question A13 is a control question designedly biased
and will not be considered in the conclusions. Questions A2, A6, B1, B6, C4,
C6 and C10 are control questions included to check the reliability.

5 see

Appendix II
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Results and Analysis
Performance measurement has been conducted monitoring the time taken to
complete the path (time between undocking and docking). All questionnaire
resulted reliable (checking the control questions). Participants who saw and
reported the code take 5.6s (SD 3.3s) to point the Giraff camera to the code
and 6.3s (SD 2.4s) to write down the code on the questionnaire. Because of
this, a penalty of 15s is applied to the participants who did not find the code.
All participants who have collided with the obstacles got more time to complete
the path, therefore no penalty has been applied for collisions. In order to get
information about the ability of the plug-in to avoid collisions, latters have
been counted using this parameters (see Fig. 4.1):
• if Giraff collides in red area → collisions +1;
• if (Giraff collides in orange area and contact lasts longer than 3s) →
collisions +1.
Statistical significance has been determinate in terms of σ. That is (for this
kind p
of experiment) the best way to evaluate the distribution of the samples
(σ = E[(X − µ)2 ]).

4.1

Performance and Questionnaire

Tables show Plug-in A (the previous one) and Plug-in B (the new one) results
join data according to users experience in computer games.
Performance The performance (in terms of time) did not have a improvement
for general users, but for non gamer users there has been a significant improvement (see Fig. 4.2). The occurrence of collisions tends to decrease, in particular
for gamers (see Tab. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.1: Collision evaluation

Questionnaire (Performance) Passing through the doorways is easier using
new plug-in, especially for gamers; due to very low standard deviation of this
datum, we can deduce that drawing a target of the same size of the robot allows
gamers to easily estimate spatial measurements (see Fig. 4.4). Users spent less
effort to use new plug-in, not gamers especially (see Fig. 4.5), but consider it
less intuitive (see Tab. 4.2). The result is a tendency of the new software to be
less frustrating (see Fig. 4.6).
Questionnaire (Aesthetics) Analysing the visual pleasantness of the interface,
the new plug-in offers a better user experience according to the users’ opinion
(see Fig. 4.7 and 4.8). This result has been reached thanks to a more coloured
interface and to the use of animations, these qualities give to the users the idea
of a high quality interface(see Fig. 4.9 and Tab. 4.3).
Questionnaire (Engagement) The data concerning the user’s engagement are
not easily analysable. However gamers consider the new plug-in more frustrating, while considering its graphics better than the graphics of the previous one
(see Tab. 4.4).

4.2

Observations

During the experiment and the recordings review, some observation emerged.
Firts, the lag between mouse click and Giraff movement, makes difficult driving the robot; the novice user used to perform many double click before under-
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Table 4.1: Performance results

Table 4.2: Questionnaire (performance) results

Table 4.3: Questionnaire (aesthetics) results
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Figure 4.2: Time results

Table 4.4: Questionnaire (engagement) results

standing how to drive it properly. Tilt problem persists (see Sec. 3.2.1): during
the driving session the point x0 , y0 has been moved repetitiously(see Fig. 3.3).
Four users have undock Giraff using the rotate button. The majority of the participants had problems moving backwards. Seven users did not understand the
function of the speedometer.
The experiment was biased by the height of walls inside the PEIS home: 1.4m
allows users to see “behind the walls”. It helps them to fix the trajectory before
passing a doorway.

4.3

User reports

In the last page of the questionnaire users had the opportunity to report any
observation about how to improve Giraff. As reported in section 4.2, six users
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Figure 4.3: Collisions results

were annoyed by the lag between the click of the mouse and the movement
of the Giraff. Another observations was about the rotation buttons: they was
expected to rotate Giraff by 90◦ and having more rotation options could allow
them to drive better. Finally the frame rate was not sufficient and worsens the
user experience.
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Figure 4.4: Questionnaire (spatial perception) results

Figure 4.5: Questionnaire (effort needed) results
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Figure 4.6: Questionnaire (frustration) results

Figure 4.7: Questionnaire (aesthetics) results
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Figure 4.8: Questionnaire (frustration) results

Figure 4.9: Questionnaire (user interface quality) results

Chapter 5

Discussion and Future Works
The goal of providing users with effective instruments to maximize the depth
perception and to minimize collisions, has been reached. In addition to this the
new plug-in offers a better user’s experience (according to the questionnaire
results, see 4.1). New plug-in does not improve significantly the users performance in terms of time required to complete the task. But, as showed in Sec. 4,
the occurrence of collisions decreases using the new plug-in.
These results have been reached mainly adding the image of a target under
the mouse cursor. This target has been fixed to the Giraff size and drawn “to
the ground” using a perspective transformation. Other cues (like two rotation
buttons and a speedometer) have been added in order to provide extra driving
tools.
According to the experiment results, in order to upgrade the driving software,
the following improvements can be applied:
• draw a more “understandable” undock button;
• add a perspective virtual path between Giraff and the target;
• improve the tilt synchronization;
• fix the “fish eye” effect;
• reduce the lag between the mouse click and the Giraff movement.
The next iteration of drive interface seeks to allow the user to deduct information about the environment using the visual feedback coming from the camera (using Computer Vision paradigms). Usually information available about
the environment depends on robot hardware [15, 10, 3]. As future works the
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user interface will show useful informations, such as the distance from the object around the robot or the exact position of the robot inside a room, only by
using the camera feedback.
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